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Proposed long ago as a possibility for the big bang phase Kirzhnits, Linde (1972), Weinberg (1974), Witten (1984)….

e.g. Laine, Rummukainen (1998)

e.g. Bonati, D'Elia, Forcrand, Philipsen, Sanfillippo (2012)

It used to be believed that even the SM had two FOPTs! 

‘Columbia plot’

...Both are now understood to be smooth crossovers
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Today, there is no FOPT of the fundamental interactions in 4d at           for any     !

Higgs instability [e.g. Degrassi et al.  (2012)] far from conclusively established

● Many phenomenological consequences: baryogenesis, dark matter, gravitational waves...

● Most compelling UV picture suggests landscapes of meta-stable vacua

EW phase transition can easily be made 1st order 
→  still attractive theory of baryogenesis

● Gravitational waves: a stochastic background potentially observable at upcoming detectors
(even completely decoupled sectors become interesting) 

Recent detection by PTOs - though most likely from super massive black holes – is a validation of the prospects 

In fact…
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● Many phenomenological consequences: baryogenesis, dark matter, gravitational waves...

● Most compelling UV picture suggests landscapes of meta-stable vacua

EW phase transition can be made 1st order 
→  still an active theory of baryogenesis

● Gravitational waves:  at upcoming detectors (and even completely decoupled sectors 
become interesting) 

Recent detection by PTOs - though most likely from super massive black holes – is a validation of the prospects 

In fact…

Higgs instability [e.g. Degrassi et al.  (2012)] far from conclusively established

Today, there is no FOPT of the fundamental interactions in 4d at           for any     !
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In the landscape of FOPTs…. which subset are runaway and which are obstructed ?

● Spontaneous breaking of gauge theories

● (and restoring)
Azatov, Barni, RPB (2024 to appear)

Thin walls & light dark matter

Garcia Garcia, Kosegzi,  RPB (2022) & (2024 to appear)
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LO Effects: change in mass LO Effects: change in mass Incoming energy:

Ignoring reflections, LO pressure is constant

Bodecker, Moore (2009)

Reflection of cold longitudinal vectors by thin walls

light vector dark matter!

Garcia Garcia, Kosegzi,  RPB (2022)
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Consequences Consequences 
Dark radiation

XXXXRecombination
(CMB)
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Perhaps a bit too general…. Let’s focus on the most constrained case possible 

● QCD axion dark matter (missaligned mechanism)
● Electroweak Phase Transition 

FOPT at 

However, the axion field is ‘frozen’ until

Looks like we are already dead!!! ...but are we sure ‘frozen’ fields don’t give friction?
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Leads to coupled equations of motion

Can look for a self-consistent perturabtive solution leading to an effective pressure

Coupled action for the wall and the axion:

Energy goes into sharp
 ‘axion cliff ’ features
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Perhaps a bit too general…. Let’s focus on the most constrained case possible 

● QCD axion dark matter (missaligned mechanism)
● Electroweak Phase Transition 

FOPT at 

In principle, friction is enough to equilibrate...
But we have to compete with transition radiation

If < 1 then universe reborn form 
the collision of axion cliffs



Very schematically we compute:
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(energy and perpendicular momenta)

NLO from Frist Principles NLO from Frist Principles 

We quantise field theories in the translation breaking background of a wall

Which wall? For a theorist the dream is a step wall (also phenomenologically relevant)

In principle, given a profile, one can compute exactly. However we wish to be as model-independent as 
possible, and characterise it by it’s width       .  

Azatov, Barni, RPB, Vanvlasselaer (2023)
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Simple Scalars – quantisationSimple Scalars – quantisation

Promoting fields to operators and Poisson Brackets to commutators, gives:
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Simple Scalars – emissionSimple Scalars – emission

exact amplitudes

Integrate over appropriate phase space
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Beyond the step wall: WKBBeyond the step wall: WKB

For scalars example

using(z-momentum conservation is restored)

On a case by case basis
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In the asymptotic limit
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ResultsResults

We are also able to capture transient regimes
→ ultimately matters to determine equilibrium velocity
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   Outlook

● NLO: Proper treatment of longitudinal vectors, gauge invariance, multiple emission

● EFT sensitivity of pressure: ‘relevant’ higher dimensional operators

● Possibility and dynamics of
   More Outlook

● Finite temperature and density masses. Photon at material interface?

● Enhanced detection of dark photons form the sun?

● …… 

● I’m asking you to buy a particular flavour of BSM (Phase Transitions) in order to study its 
consequences for more BSM (Dark Matter). 

...but the latter definitely exists (though nature is unkown) and the former is motivated by 
UV and prospects of medium-term detection

● Light dark matter can have enhanced reflective properties which
- can be determinant for the PT dynamics
- have phenomenological signals (e.g. dark radiation)

● FOPTs are violent out of equilibrium events with dark matter production / destruction as well 
as correlated gravitational wave and dark radiation signals.

● Understanding medium – bubble interactions is a necessary step in calculating anything….
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